
Overview of the D|SC Styles

Fast Paced, Assertive, Dynamic, Bold

Priorities: solving problems, taking aetion. accepting
challenges, quick deeisions, accomplishments

Motivated by: opportunities for advancement,
responsibility, challenging and difficult assignments,
freedom and independence

Dislikes: failure, loss of power and authority, routine,
vulnerability

You will notice: self-assuredness, decisiveness,
strong need to achieve, assertiveness, straight-
forwardness, ambition, risk-taking

Limitations: not team-oriented, overly demanding,
unilateral decision making, irnpatience, strong
on task and forceful style can upset others

Value to the organization: seeks
new and innovative, problem-solving
methods.

Priorities: thoroughness, logic,
facts and data, accuracy,
reliability, analysis, stability

Motivated by:"proper way of
doing things", opportunities to
use expertise or gain knowledge,
quality

Dislikes: inaccuracy, unpredictability, criticism. being
wrong, working in a group

You will notice: conscientiousness, diplomacy,
precision, skepticrsm, reserve, systematic approach

Limitations: perfectionist, isolates self, "nit picker",
defensive, overanalyzes, not a risk taker

Value to the organlzation: offers eomprehensive,
accurate follow-through, defines and clarifies,
maintains standards and controls qualiiy, the "anchor
of reality"
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Priorities: creating a motivating environment,
generating enthusiasm, developing an environment of
trust

Motivated by: participating in a group, freedom from
control and details, friendly relationships

Dislikes: static environment, disapproval, being ignored,
loss of influence

You will notice; persuasiveness, self-worth, confidence,
optimism, sociability, talkativeness

Limitations: inattentive to details, time management,
idealistic, impulsiveness, lack of follow-through

Value to the organization: acts as a
"people rnover", initiates ideas,
promotes projects and people,
negotiates conflict

teadiness

Priorities : consistency,
cooperation, stability,
established work patterns,
team work

Motivated by: stable
environment, traditional
practices, oppodunities to
support others

Dislikes: change, risk, ambiguity, offending others,
loss of stability

You will notice: persistence, self control, predictability,
careful decisions, calm approach, good listener

Limitations: stubborn, avoids making decisions, tends
to avoid change

Value to the organization: remains stable and
predictable, is skilled in technical and people problem-
solving, accomplishes goals with the team

ominance I nfluence

onscientioLrs

Moderate Paced, Thoughtful, Methodical, Careful


